
SANJAY: Hello! My name is Sanjay Madhav. I’m an Associate 
Professor of Practice at USC, and I’m also a video game 
programmer. I’m honored to share the stage this afternoon 
with everyone.
Before I start, please remember to silence your phones and fill 
out your session evaluations after the talk. We’ve set aside a 
good amount of time for Q&A at the end, so please save any 
questions until then.
Breaking into the game industry has always been challenging. 
But the onset of the COVID pandemic has caused some 
seismic changes and today we’re going to focus on some key 
areas on how to start your career today.



Things are especially tough right now with the economic 
landscape, with all the layoffs that are happening.
But don’t lose hope! While there isn’t a magical sword we can 
give you to vanquish the job search boss, our hope is that our 
collective wisdom will get you well on your way.



So, what’s changed?
Sorry, the GDC folks insist we put in at least one meme into 
our talks.



We’re going to focus on a two areas today.

How has getting noticed changed? How do you network? How 
do you build a strong portfolio website?

What about the hiring and interview process? What should you 
expect? What are some ways to prepare yourself? How do you 
succeed?



So one common question is how do you get noticed? You want 
to be the penguin that stands out!
The first thing is to network so that you get to know people 
and learn about job opportunities that come up. I’ll turn it 
over to Adinda, who’s going to talk about her experiences 
networking online, specifically on LinkedIn and Discord.



Hello everyone, my name is Adinda I am a teacher and 
freelance game journalist, and I am going to be… 



bloody honest right now…I despise networking. Being anti-
networking is my superpower, but even though I don’t like it I 
understand how it works very well.   



In early 2020, this was my LinkedIn profile (show empty 
image). In fact, I had a scholarship to attend GDC face-to-face 
in March 2020. And, I honestly was going to come to GDC 
with this profile. LinkedIn at that time did not matter to me. 



At the onset of the pandemic, I was teaching game design 
courses in Hong Kong. Suddenly I found myself in a foreign 
country without a job, and without a functional LinkedIn 
profile and my dislike for networking.  
I moved back home to Europe and tried to make my freelance 
business work with Facebook. But, guess what? I needed a 
functional LinkedIn profile.



Why have I spent a chunk of my talk telling you this?
Because I was tired of this…



And NOW every single day I see at least one serious job offer 
with high potential on either LinkedIn or on discord groups 
connected to the industry.
Guess who updated her LinkedIn profile and started learning 
to network on Discord? Moi



Before I will give you the best tricks, let's go back and analyze 
a prominent game conference attendance graph. Like, what 
can we notice?
Well, of course no in-person attendance in 2020 and 2021 but 
there has also been a decrease 



….of 10.000 visitors in the year after. The notable declining 
attendance is a trend at professional events all around the 
world.



But what’s not declining is the LinkedIn and Discord usage.



We need to accept that if you don't want to miss out you need 
a linkedin profile.



Your profile is the first impression you make. You need a 
photo, background and a headliner that shows you are 
business ready. Attracting recruiters attention with a strong 
concise resume is the goal.



Also very important is to use the search for work banner so 
recruiters can find you in their search. So if you have not done 
that right now is this your first homework assignment!



Next it’s not about you. My ability to create a strong network 
was directly related to my ability to show empathy, curiosity 
and reconnect. 



Cool people are all around you. If they are not cool now, do 
not underestimate their ability to be cool later. Remind 
yourself after our talk to get to know the people sitting next to 
you right now!



Quality matters over quantity. For example the developer of 
please touch the artwork liked my former interview and by 
this like he already notified he liked my content. So, I checked 
his profile thought he was cool and sended him an invite and 
we had a really cool interview afterwards. Or I recently 
connected with a developer based on an article he was named 
in and thought that he had such an interesting view and 
thanked him for his insight. Let me tell you that genuine 
interest will make that you can connect with anyone. Same 
principle works on recruiters. 



So, I will give you homework: find your favorite game 
company and check out who the recruiters are and send them 
a message not based on ‘I want a job’ but on something you 
share with them as connecting is all about finding that mutual 
connection and showing interest.



Quality of your connections is also what will influence your 
online reach because the algorithm of LinkedIn has one of the 
most unforgiven algorithms compared to other social media. 
Linkedin doesn't take you serious with less than 500 contacts. 
But if you have 500 contacts who don't engage with you, you 
will be washed out of other peoples algorithm and mind. The 
posts with the most reach are either educational sharing 
resources or appreciation posts. For example I received a 
public speaking invitation after sharing my interview content. 



Let’s talk Discord. Along with Woman in Games and Indie 
developer Stammtisch I like the game conference discord 
groups. These are private but if you join them once by going 
to their conference you are in forever and these groups have a 
lot of professionals in it. Mostly they will be only busy during 
the restart of the event, but sometimes some high value 
joboffers will pop up or some other signal calls 



I like to highlight Woman in Games as they hold weekly 
discussions keeping everything engaging in a refreshing way 
and holds many channels on different topics, it also shares a 
lot of valuable job offers and the community is very 
supportive. 



Another one of my favorites is the Indie stammtisch their 
discord became really active and they hold monthly video 
carrousel networking events which I join occasionally to stay 
connected.



So some discord takeaways:
Great for casual and spontaneous conversations. As most 
groups are very active use the reply feature to avoid excessive 
scrolling. Find a way to identify yourself. A successful game 
dev in Europe has mastered it as she often uses a green heart 
in her reactions on discord and also use the same green heart 
on her linkedin! A lot of groups provide great free resources 
and job offers. 



SANJAY: Thanks, Adinda.

Networking certainly is important to learn about what job 
opportunities are out there. But as you start putting together 
materials for applications, one key part is a strong portfolio 
website.



Now you might ask “do I really need a portfolio website?”

CLICK

Yes, you do!

In the past, the advice for some disciplines like programming 
was that you don’t need one. However, in today’s job market, 
a portfolio is critical to stand out.

It gives you one spot to show your best work.



Ok, so you need a portfolio – what should you put on it? Find 
example portfolios for your discipline.

Critique them – what seems to work well? What do you think 
needs work?

Since there’s lots of information out there about artist 
portfolios, I’ll instead show you a designer and a programmer 
portfolio I like.



First up, here’s an example of a game designer portfolio by 
David Shaver.

While he has lots of examples of his more recent professional 
projects, he also has examples of his older personal projects.

I like how for each of these, there’s a lot of detail about what 
tools were used, what was worked on, and so on. There’s 
screenshots, videos, and even a download for a playable build.



But what I really like is how the site shows the thought 
process behind the design decisions. There are a lot of 
diagrams of different parts of the game design, schematics of 
the levels, and so on. It makes you understand how thorough 
and comprehensive the design process was, which will impress 
any prospective employer.

Showing the process, not just the outcomes is an 
important part of any portfolio.



How about for programming? Here’s an example of a 
programmer portfolio by Hugo Peters.

I like how the home page has quick summaries of each 
different project including specific details of the contributions.

It’s important that you also clearly articulate what your 
contributions were on group projects.



Looking at the project pages, there are a lot of details and 
visuals about the features. There even are code snippets 
included in here.

While you don’t necessarily need to go this in-depth for your 
portfolio, I like the idea of showing small code snippets rather 
than just saying “here’s the full source code for my game” 
which, realistically, most people won’t go through.

Ok, so those are some examples – thanks to both David and 
Hugo for letting me share.



So as you start working on your portfolio, here are some rules 
to keep in mind…



Have a clear narrative of what you are good at.

For instance, on David’s site the focus is on

CLICK

“designing, building, and scripting levels.” All the top-billed 
projects illustrate this.

As another example, if you’re an aspiring graphics 
programmer, I want to see your graphics projects. The board 
game you designed might be fun, but it doesn’t speak to your 
graphics abilities.

Remember you don’t have to include every project. Exclude 
projects that make your narrative unfocused.



In a similar vein, make sure your most impressive work goes 
first.

For example, on Hugo’s site, the first projects listed are the 
largest ones.

CLICK

And don't just throw in all your work. Pick the 3-6 things 
you're most proud of and focus on that.
---------------------------------------------

Video link: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c6bE07qdpiR8Wq42YnFLmi0g
x07YgNJh/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c6bE07qdpiR8Wq42YnFLmi0gx07YgNJh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c6bE07qdpiR8Wq42YnFLmi0gx07YgNJh/view?usp=sharing


You also want to make your site easy to navigate.

Don’t require lots of scrolling and clicking to be able to see 
your work. Every click makes it take longer to look at your 
work.

David’s site is a good example of this –

CLICK

from the main page you can quickly see the projects and in 
one click get more information.

---------------------------------------------

Video link: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c69BACOmQ147TsaYh7EMlVk
Z00tCohKm/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c69BACOmQ147TsaYh7EMlVkZ00tCohKm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c69BACOmQ147TsaYh7EMlVkZ00tCohKm/view?usp=sharing


And to reiterate this point, you should show the process.

Making big games is a long journey and having insight into 
your process is invaluable.

Both David and Hugo’s sites did a good job of this.

Remember that for larger projects, this includes being very 
clear about what parts you worked on.



Finally, I want to see screenshots of your games at a 
minimum. Videos are good, too. But playable versions 
are best.

Both of these portfolios use videos and animations quite 
a bit.

CLICK

Just make sure to keep your load times in check.
---------------------------------------------

Video link: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cBQ7VwQHZEUCA-
7dsQBKwgDiLpdywEf7/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cBQ7VwQHZEUCA-7dsQBKwgDiLpdywEf7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cBQ7VwQHZEUCA-7dsQBKwgDiLpdywEf7/view?usp=sharing


Alright, so we saw some examples and learned about rules to 
follow, but how do you actually build the portfolio website?



Where should you host? There are a lot of paid options, but 
for free hosting, use GitHub Pages.
Now, one problem with GitHub Pages is that if you have no 
prior web experience, it can be a little daunting to get setup. 
But I have good news – I’ve solved that problem for you!



I made an easy-to-use template for a GitHub Pages portfolio. 
It has a home page with a grid showing your work.
Then, each project has its own separate page.
It’s quick to navigate with only 1 click from the main page to a 
specific project.

CLICK

It’s easy to change out all the images, projects, and include 
however much detail you want on each project page.



So where do you get it?
Go here on GitHub! (The QR code leads to the same place).
The template does not require any knowledge of web 
development or coding.

CLICK

There are detailed instructions you can follow to set up your 
site, and a discussion forum if you have any issues.

We'll put the QR code up during Q&A, also.

Alright. So, you have a strong portfolio and learned about 
exciting job opportunities through your networking.



The next challenge you’ll face is navigating the hiring process.
First up, Lynette Fernandes is going to talk about how she 
survived 32 interviews in less than 3 months.



SANJAY: Alright, so once you’re sending out applications to 
companies that you’re interested in, the next hurdle you’ll run 
into is the dreaded remote interview. Lynette Fernandes is 
going to fill you in on how to succeed.
LYNETTE: Hi! I’m Lynette Fernandes. I’m a professor at 
Bradley University, I teach Game Design & Programming. I’m 
very happy with my job but it took a lot for me to get here!



LYNETTE: In 2021 I interviewed with 32 companies in the 
span of two and a half months! 32 companies! So at least 32 
initial interviews and several of them had successive 
interviews as well. Interviewing from home is no easy task! In 
all honesty, I hated it!
According to the Bureau of Labor statistics 27% of job seekers 
get a job offer after submitting up to 10 applications.
It’s a numbers game - I played it!
Let me share some key points from my experience.



LYNETTE:My experiences
Most interviews went really well but I didn’t get any job offers. 
Why? I have no idea. I asked, but to no avail. How do I know 
how to improve.  I’m a big fan of communication, it should 
work both ways.



LYNETTE:Some interviews were just awful. Why? 
Failed preparation on the interviewer’s side. Repeating 
interviews questions from the previous interview, didn’t know 
who I was, didn’t know what position I was actually 
interviewing for!
Some were just a bad experience based on how I was treated. 
I’m a triple minority - female, person of colour, immigrant. 
One of these things probably affected my interview.
Some failed at proper communication - incorrect date and 
times, ghosting, incorrect information regarding interview 
topics.

“Being ghosted or playing the Waiting Game! How many times 
did that happen, I want to say about 20 percent of the time. I 
understand people get busy but I’m a big fan of 
communication, it should work both ways.”



LYNETTE:What did I do?

I moved on. I was upset - but I picked myself up and 
concentrated on the next interview

Let me share basic tips on some interviewing practices that 
helped me!



LYNETTE: First and foremost, having a good workspace is very 
important. Have a dedicated space where you can set 
everything up.
Keep your background clear - mine was gorgeous brick wall in 
my loft, which proved to be very distracting to the 
interviewers, actually to anybody on video. While it was 
beautiful, it was taking away from the conversation at hand. I 
changed it to a simple single colour curtain - this allowed for 
more focused conversations.
Don’t forget to test your equipment ahead of time (one day 
and thirty minutes beforehand). Plug your laptop in, don’t risk 
it dying on you halfway through. Make sure your camera 
works, check your lightning, your speaker and mic work, and 
that they ALL work together! Don’t play the “can you hear/see 
me” game during your interview.
Once this is out of the way, you will be more at ease to focus 
on the questions.



LYNETTE: Make space for a glass of water - you don’t want to 
run the risk of dry mouth or a cough during the interview.
Little side note - sing before your interview! It opens up the 
vocal cords and loosens your muscles. You’re less likely to run 
the risk of dry mouth :)
Most of us have people or pets in our living spaces. It is 
important to not have any distractions during interviews.
Plan to keep pets away, if possible have a friend take the pet, 
or put it in a separate room.
Create a quiet-time sign so others know you’re not to be 
disturbed. Explain what it is to your kids, give them the 
responsibility to respect it.
Don’t have laundry running in the background, or the roomba, 
or the dishwasher. Keep your space clear of audible 
distractions as well.



LYNETTE:You know your routines well. You know your 
cohabitants’ routines, your pets’ routines, your noisy 
neighbour…
Plan your interviews away from busy times of the day - If you 
know your kids come home at 4pm, maybe stay away from 
scheduling an important interview at that time. Not everything 
is controllable, do what you can.
Don’t schedule back to back interviews. Some may run long, 
give yourself buffer time. That being said…
Take breaks - don’t schedule back to back interviews. Give 
yourself time to step away, recharge, mentally prepare for the 
next interview
Your attitude and frame of mind during interviews speak 
volumes. If you are discombobulated, it will show through, 
you don’t want this.-
Dancing helped me clear my mind and loosen me up.



LYNETTE:
Let’s not forget your physical presentation. Most likely you will 
be on video. Make sure you present yourself well. Dressing up 
also helps put you in a better, maybe more professional 
mindset. If you dress frumpy, you’re more likely to feel 
frumpy.



LYNETTE: Let’s talk about physical material you should have in 
front of you. Don’t fumble and appear disorganized. Show how 
together you are.
Have a list of questions to ask the interview, do your 
homework, come prepared.
Have a pen and paper to take notes, this shows you’re paying 
attention.
A neat trick I did was put post-its on the side of my screen. 
Mine said “Talk Slower”. I get excited and tend to talk very 
fast, I needed to remind myself to slow down! Another one I 
keep on my screen is “You are NOT hungry!”
I survived 32 interviews, don’t be afraid to go out in the world 
and give it your all.



LYNETTE: And now I’m going to turn it over to Luke who’s 
going to talk about handling feedback.

LUKE: Thanks Lynette! So as you can see in my title I’m a 
Systems and Content Designer which basically means I get 
paid to think, ideate, and write. As you might imagine 
feedback is about 90% of my day to day so I thought I’d 
throw my hat into the ring on the conversation.



-I first want to acknowledge the fact that feedback can feel 
quite scary at times! I’m certain I’m not the only one in this 
room who has worked tireless on an idea and have spent 
countless hours coming up with the perfect design, the perfect 
system, the perfect mechanic to just make the best game 
ever. You send off you docs and  and boom! What feels like a 
total gut punch of a comment comes in and it just knocks the 
wind right out of your sails. Well It’s something that’s bound 
to happen at one point or another and it’s something we want 
to make sure we’re ready to deal with because..



It’s inevitable and can even be quite overwhelming. The 
example above is a document of a design spec I worked on for 
a personal project a few years back. It was the basic GDD for 
a game jam I worked on with some friends and as you can see 
with the comments it got torn to shreds. 

But fear not as I’m here to equip you with the formula needed 
to conquer your toughest of feedback in a simple and effective 
manner though…



And that is the Feedback Response Formula. This is a formula 
you can you in situations where you agree disagree or 
anything in between. So let’s break it down step by step.



First, agree or disagree, acknowledge and reiterate the 
feedback



Next, clarify your proposed solution to address the feedback



Finally, consider the implications of your changes



In the above I was given the feedback to add a mechanic to 
possibly help increase the difficulty of the game. While it was 
a good thought I didn’t think it would really help enhance the 
gameplay so I pushed back. I was confident in my initial 
design so I politely pushed back.



-Let’s dissect this and understand formula.

-First I acknowledged the idea. It’s important to let the viewer 
know they’ve been heard and that you might have even 
already thought through what they’ve said. Shows that you’ve 
put in the time and work to make your initial design.



-Next I clearly laid out why I didn’t think the change was 
necessary. The other designer recommended an added 
mechanic but I responded that the level design could suffice 
for difficulty,



-Finally we want to emphasize with the feedback. We don’t 
want to be rude and outright dismiss someone or at the least 
if we are to do so in a polite manner. I made sure to let the 
commenter know that if my solution wasn’t feeling adequate
we could for sure come back and try this option.



Let’s take this into a more professional point of view. 

When I got to my second round of interviews it was over 4 
hours and close to the 3rd hour I met with my lead designer 
for my design test. I was asked to pick a game that can be 
played with a deck of 52 cards and explain the rules.

I decided on war because I knew it would be very quick and 
easy. This was an excellent idea by the way.

I was then prompted to explain how I’d improve upon the 
game.



I proposed introducing a betting mechanic.



But my interviewer brought up the concern that what if 
players don’t have change or don’t feel comfortable betting?

Let’s see how I applied the feedback formula in my response…



First, I acknowledged the concerns voiced in the feedback. In 
this instance we’re even agreeing with the points being made.



After the acknowledgement, we explain our new solution. 
What if the players just bet the cards in their deck?



Finally, we consider the impact of our proposed change. It will 
make the game self-contained.



Feedback can be scary! But by using the feedback formula, 
you can gain confidence in how you respond to feedback



LUKE: Now I’m going to turn it over to Dennis

DENNIS: 

NYIT ‘15: B.S Electrical & Computer Engineering

Systems Engineer in Aerospace & Defense over 7 years.

Retired from Aerospace to pursue a career in game dev in 
2022.





This method provided a framework for the practical tips I 
am going to share with you: Ikigai = Finding your purpose 
that balances something your good at + what you love + 
what the world needs + what you can get paid to do.



How
1. Calculate the time you have - CA Adam Smith. Looked 

bank account and bills and calculated how much time 
you had to pursue a career change - budgeted a full 
calendar year, and it took that (be ready -it can take 
that or longer)

2. Whats your budget to spend on career change research? 
(don’t compare your budge to someone else; honor if 
you’re low budget)

3. Determine priorities (husband, kids, medical school)

4. “What do you want and what are you willing to risk to 
get it? -Camille Meehan”



This method provided a framework for the practical tips I 
am going to share with you: Ikigai = Finding your purpose 
that balances something your good at + what you love + 
what the world needs + what you can get paid to do.



This method provided a framework for the practical tips I 
am going to share with you: Ikigai = Finding your purpose 
that balances something your good at + what you love + 
what the world needs + what you can get paid to do.

--------

Worksheet template is here: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1J5RyyfuEmHlJGu
Iaan03gYXc592rcHiufHWB-mAQBl0/edit?usp=sharing



This method provided a framework for the practical tips I 
am going to share with you: Ikigai = Finding your purpose 
that balances something your good at + what you love + 
what the world needs + what you can get paid to do.



● Compare your current skills and job description to the 
jobs you want

● What are the gaps you need to fill?



This method provided a framework for the practical tips I 
am going to share with you: Ikigai = Finding your purpose 
that balances something your good at + what you love + 
what the world needs + what you can get paid to do.



Books like Jason Schrier’s “Press Reset” and “Blood Sweat and 
Pixels” helped inform me that the game development process 
badly needs good Product and Program managers to get the 
best games to the players as possible while avoiding crunch 
and burnout. 

Websites like Gamedeveloper.com and Reddit kept me 
informed on current events and gaming trends.



This method provided a framework for the practical tips I am 
going to share with you: Ikigai = Finding your purpose that 
balances something your good at + what you love + what the 
world needs + what you can get paid to do.

So you’ve found your Ikigai. Now what?



A fellow CA Adam Smith asked me, “I am a husband, a 
father, and I’m still in school. What advice do you have 
for me?”



How

1. Calculate the time you have - CA Adam Smith. Looked 
bank account and bills and calculated how much time 
you had to pursue a career change - budgeted a full 
calendar year, and it took that (be ready -it can take 
that or longer)

1. What's your budget to spend on career change 
research? (don’t compare your budget to someone else; 
honor if you’re low budget)



1. Found a therapist and began tracking my mood since 
Feb 2021.

1. Tracking my mood helped me understand what was 
causing me stress and what was bringing me joy

1. I had 10 rejections before I found success in my current 
role. Everytime I would get rejected I would take it 
personally, but this method I have created helped me 
build the resilience I needed to continue my training and 
persevere until I achieved my dream job. Working to the 
bone in my previous career pushed me to go this hard 
to find a job I loved. Now here’s Nathalie Galla to talk 
about how to avoid burning out



NATHALIE:

Hi! I am Nat, and I deal with Anxiety & Depression. Nonetheless, I 
am still standing here, on this stage - so today, I want to give you a 
toolkit of how to navigate the job search, and more importantly how 
to find the right company for you as a person - to make sure you 
don’t end up burning yourself out at the beginning of your journey 
already, like <insert name> mentioned earlier.



The games industry is infamous for burning out its workforce. 
In a paper written by TakeThis, a nonprofit decreasing stigma 
and increasing support for mental health in games, we can 
see this fact in numbers: 



As lateral change friendly as the industry is, we also lose a lot 
of people to other fields: only a third of developers remain 
industry for 10 years and more.



The average number of employers in a 5-year-period is 2.2
This kind of job instability is related to increased stress, work 
anxiety, and depression.



More than half of us admit that crunch is an expected part of 
our jobs. For those that have not heard the term before:
crunch is compulsory overtime during the development of a 
game, often uncompensated. 
The symptoms of crunching are related to burnout, and are 
identified by emotional exhaustion, reduced personal 
accomplishment, and feelings of hopelessness.



Now you might be thinking “That’s all fine information Nat, but 
what do I do with it? Kind of the opposite of encouraging to 
tell us this.”

Well, I am spelling it out because I personally chose to ignore 
those facts and took the first job I could, not even in games 
but general marketing, and I am still recuperating from the 
toll of being unhappy and losing my income after the trial 
period; neither me nor my employer saw it going anywhere, 
so we split ways.

If you take one thing away from this talk, let it be this notion: 
mental health is a valuable, scarce resource! Treat it like one.



I understand being scared, and feeling like you cannot afford 
to be picky - in a literal, financial sense as much as in terms of 
being inexperienced.

HOWEVER, there is more game jobs out there than you would 
believe, and not only in programming or art either. As 
someone who got to be part of our internal hiring process 
recently, and exhibited at a career convention full of 
companies battling for the attention of job seekers: you have 
options, take the time to evaluate them. 

At the very least to make a conscious decision about the 
trade-offs you are willing to take, and to mentally prepare 
yourself.



I started as a programmer, but do you want to know what I 
got hired for? My time spent streaming on Twitch. Not as a 
content creator per se, but due to the skills I collected through 
being one: social media marketing, community management, 
video editing, minor graphic design. Not only would I never 
have thought some of them would prove useful, they also 
allow me to do things that I enjoy at work, which - you 
guessed it - benefits my mental health.



These are the typical questions self-evaluation questions one should 
ask themselves. 



Yet, when I wrote the previous slide, I was told I that those things 
can take 10 years to learn, and you probably don’t have that much 
time. So let me give you a shortcut for the meantime, until you 
intrinsically know the answers to those questions: the awesome, 
pseudo-scientific results of personality tests.



Seriously, they are beginner-friendly are tools that can help 
clarify how you work and identify your strengths & 
weaknesses. And allow you to start your self-evaluation from 
a solid baseline, instead of from scratch. Not the buzzfeed 
kind though - thought I would make that clear.

Some more sweet insider knowledge: we at rcp make 
potential recruits take this test, called Insights. It’s paid, but 
comparable sites like 16 personalities can get you there as 
well. A typical start-up makes the mistake of hiring only 
people that are like them, while a good team is actually ideally 
balanced out over the wheel you see here. 



Don’t waste this situation.



I am going to end on this slide to give you the time to note down 

the URL. Thank you so much for listening, and please don’t be shy 

to approach any of us after the panel.

Ok, on that note – it’s time for Q&A. Do YOU have any questions for 

any of us? 



Portfolio Template: 
https://github.com/gamingportfolio/template

LinkedIn Contact Info: 
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/9316649/

Ikigai Worksheet Template: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1J5RyyfuEmHlJGuIaa
n03gYXc592rcHiufHWB-mAQBl0/edit?usp=sharing

Reverse interview questions: 
https://github.com/viraptor/reverse-interview
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